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ABOUT JULIE

“I FEEL
SO BLESSED
EVERY MORNING
WHEN I WAKE
UP, BECAUSE
I AM DOING
SOMETHING
I FEEL
PASSIONATE
ABOUT”

First and foremost I am the wife of a wonderful husband,
Andres, and the mom of three awesome kids; my son
Christopher currently in the US Air Force, my daughter
Jenna studying at UW Whitewater, and our baby
Addison who is in fourth grade. I feel so blessed every
morning when I wake up, because I am doing something
I feel passionate about; helping people find a home.
Whether it is your first, your last, or your vacation home,
this is something I feel incredibly blessed to be able to
do. I am so grateful to my husband and my three
children for openly and happily letting me follow my
dream; even if it takes up some of their Saturdays and
even if they know more about home values in Northern
Wisconsin than they care to!
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Our Personal
Commitment to You
Our goal is to help you achieve yours! Our team,
our systems, and our tools separate us from the
pack.
Our love for what we do coupled with our belief
that our clients should come first makes the entire
process seamless and worry free for you; just like it
should be.
Selling and/or buying a home should be handled
with professionalism and care and that is what we
strive for each and every day.

JWP Group Core Values
• Honesty
• Positive Attitude
• Clear Communication
• Enthusiasm

• Passion
• Innovation
• Trustworthiness
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WHY CHOOSE JULIE AS YOUR REALTOR?
$150 Million in sales and sold more than 600 homes.
The next one could be yours.

With over 15 years of experience,

2019

We gets results!
2019

In the top 1% in the Greater Northwoods MLS. #1
Agent in Vilas County for both units sold and volume.

2018

#1 RE/MAX Agent in the State of Wisconsin, expanded
my team by adding a full-time Buyer’s Agent, exceeded
our charitable giving goal by donating over $13,000.

137 Transactions Sold
$31,623,448 Total Volume
94.2% Average List to Sell Ratio

2017

#3 Agent in Commissions and #5 Agent in Total
Transactions for all of RE/MAX Integra Midwest and
gave back over $10,000 to the community.

2017

2016

Presented at the CRS Conference and named one of
Real Trends America’s Best for Wisconsin.

2015

Obtained CLHMS Luxury Designation and received
RE/MAX Hall of Fame Award.

2013

Number one agent in Vilas County marketplace.

2012

Obtained Wisconsin Broker’s License and opened
RE/MAX Property Pros with partner Judy Barr.

2010

Obtained Certified Residential Designation (less than
5% of REALTORS nationwide carry the CRS
designation).

2009

Obtained Home Staging Designation.

2008

Obtained Graduate of the REALTOR Institute
designation.

2003

Earned license to sell real estate in Wisconsin.

142 Transactions Sold
$32,854,556 Total Volume
96.5% Average List to Sell Ratio

2018

115 Transactions Sold
$25,340,110 Total Volume
94.2% Average List to Sell Ratio

2016
88.5 Transactions Sold
$19,201,309 Total Volume
93.8% Average List to Sell Ratio

2015
59 Transactions Sold
$16,291,675 Total Volume
93.6% Average List to Sell Ratio
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MEET THE TEAM
Julie has assembled a team of professionals who are as passionate
about their work as she is.

JULIE
WINTER-PAEZ

LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENT, BROKER,
TEAM LEADER, LISTING SPECIALIST

KATIE
PAREMSKI

LISTING
COORDINATOR

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENT
Questions or Concerns From
Listing to Sale

BUYERS
AGENTS

Questions About How Your
Listing Looks Online

BUYERS SPECIALISTS
LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENTS
Buyer’s Consultations, Showings,
Open House Information

OUR EXTENDED TEAM INCLUDES…

ONLINE
MARKETING
SPECIALIST

TRADITIONAL &
DRONE
PHOTOGRAPHER

INTERIOR
DESIGNER
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MORE THAN A REAL ESTATE AGENT
Your Advocate - Your Guide - Your Fierce Negotiator
Julie and her team act as your:

Advocate & Guide
• Julie will use her knowledge to communicate marketplace statistics that will impact the sale of your property.
• We are always striving for the best possible terms for your transaction. There are many variables in real estate
transactions and Julie and her team understand the real value of each element to you. Julie constantly pushes to get
her clients the best outcome possible.
• The paperwork that goes along with a real estate transaction can be overwhelming. This is where our team’s
experience shines. We understand the details and associated deadlines and will help you navigate these complex
documents.

Skilled Negotiator
• Negotiating for a home is important since this is the largest asset most people own and there’s potentially a lot of cash
at stake. That means you want an expert, like me and my team who is looking out for your best financial interests as
well as doing everything in our power to protect you, our client.
• Real estate transactions are unique because they present opportunities for negotiations beyond price. We negotiate all
aspects of the transaction including but not limited to closing costs, closing date, contingencies, inspections and home
repair. We put you in a position of strength by being in the best negotiating position possible.
• We know that experience matters and that you want an agent that you can not only trust but will do all that they can to
get the most money for your home in the least amount of time with the fewest headaches along the way.
Our leading-edge marketing and systems help us to
consistently be in the top 1% of our local multiple listing
service while also helping us to net on average 3% more in
the pockets of our sellers.
We have a team with specialized people in place doing
specific jobs that focus solely on their piece of the
transaction. Our systems assure that no detail is missed as
you head to the finish line.

96.5%
LIST-TO-SELL RATION

Thanks to these systems our team has a 96.5% list to sell
ratio which is approximately 3% above the average
REALTOR in the MLS; which in turn means more money in
your pocket!
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OUR APPROACH GETS RESULTS
It’s So Much More Than Placing a Sign in the Yard
The JWP Group surpasses basic marketing plans that are utilized by the
average real estate agent. Using a combination of traditional marketing
techniques, the latest in technology, and new innovative concepts, we are
able to achieve the best possible results for our clients. Our approach
includes:

MARKETING YOUR HOME

How do buyers begin
their home search?

INTERNET

SIGNS

PAPER ADS

First Showings Happen Online
The first step in effectively marketing a home is
understanding buyer behavior—specifically, where most
buyers begin their home search. With 89% looking online
first, getting a digital property listing perfect has
never been more important, we never have a second
chance to make a first impression!
We also pay for premium listing position on sites like Zillow
to keep your home as visible as possible. And, of course,
your home receives dramatically expanded reach via
RE/MAX’s international suite of resources, which cater to
buyers around the globe!

Professional Photography
Our professional photography gets spot on flawless images for that GREAT first impression! In today’s market, your home is
open 24/7 and photos create a lasting impression which can quickly set the table for success or failure. In fact, if photos of
your home don’t entice visitors, chances are they will never set foot inside your home for a physical tour! To reinforce this,
consider recent data showing that homes with high quality photos sell with a 47% higher asking price per square foot and
32% faster!
BEFORE:
Photos used when previously listing with
another agent for 864 days.

AFTER:
With professional photography the property sold
in just 111 days!
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Video & 3D Walkthroughs
Beyond best-in-class photography and 3D Virtual Tours,
our listing package also includes smooth-rolling Zillow
video walkthroughs.
In addition to the value these offer potential buyers, video
walkthroughs also add a special Zillow badge and
priority visibility, helping you get the most eyes possible
on your home from one of the world’s top real estate
websites.
The 3D tours represent a huge competitive advantage, in
addition to creating more engagement, these tours—in
tandem with our video walkthroughs—also serve as a
“quality filter” for potential buyers who get to view your
property in great detail before deciding to visit in-person.

Online & Print Advertising

Drone Photography for Unique Listings

We’re tremendously active on social media, with a
collective Facebook following of over 1,000 fans (plus a
strong presence on Instagram and Google). By pairing
this following with promoted posts and targeted
advertising, we broaden the footprint of your property
while actively monitoring comments, share activity, and
other important points of engagement to identify and
communicate with potential buyers.
We also pay for premium listing position on sites like
Zillow to keep your home as visible as possible.

Our professional photographer provides stunning aerial
footage including images, video, and panoramas to
showcase your residential property from a unique
perspective in the sky.

The result is a blended approach of community outreach
via mailings and print ads, paid online advertising, and
analytics that yield consistently strong returns for our
sellers.
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Discover Wisconsin Partnership
Our exclusive partnership with Discover
Wisconsin showcases us as the Premiere Real
Estate Company in Northern Wisconsin with
visibility on multiple television networks, blogs,
trade shows, social media outlets, and their
website DiscoverWisconsin.com.

The RE/MAX Brand

When you connect your property with the RE/MAX
Balloon, one of the most iconic images in real estate,
your visibility rises higher and higher.

MEET THE BRAND
#1 in Global Home Sales
#1 in Brand Name Awareness
7987 Office Worldwide
123082 Agents Worldwide
#1 in Sales Volume & Units
in The Greater Northwoods MLS

RE/MAX is the No. 1 name in real estate thanks in part to
decades of extensive advertising. At just about every
turn RE/MAX clients are found in all forms of ads across
TV, radio, print, outdoor signage, the Web and social
media.
As a result buyers know RE/MAX long before they’re
ready to move. And that’s GREAT news for every seller!
With more than 40 years of expertise, stability, and
success, the RE/MAX brand opens doors and with Julie
as your agent we want to open your door to as many
buyers as possible!

Wisconsin RE/MAX Agents help
55 families a day find a home.
Every 30 seconds, a RE/MAX agent
helps someone find their perfect place.
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Most effective Marketing Tool........PRICE!

Setting the right price for your home is the single
most important decision you will make when
deciding to sell. It's better to price your property
right from the start to maximize the number of
qualified buyers as well as to boost our marketing
efforts.
With our comprehensive marketing plan anyone
looking for real estate in Northern Wisconsin WILL
see your property and buyers who have seen most
available listings are waiting for just the right house
to come on the market. If your house is priced right
from the beginning, you are in the best position to
attract the maximum number of buyers able to pay
the price your home is worth – and to sell your
home within your timetable. $7,260 more Julie’s

Next Steps.....a Competitive Market Analysis

Only a professional market analysis can
give you the accurate, reliable foundation
you need to price your home right.
When you’re ready to sell your home,
please take advantage of my real estate
expertise to help you understand current
market conditions and price your home to
sell.
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COMMITTED TO YOU
Join the JWP Group Family

Once your transaction has closed, we don’t
just disappear. We will continue to keep you
informed of the Northwoods real estate
market through our quarterly email
newsletter. These publications will also
keep you up to date with everything that is
happening with the JWP Group. We look
forward to seeing you at our client
appreciation events and our annual
“Holiday Harvest Party” where you receive a
free holiday pie as your personal thank you
gift from Julie.
If there is anything you need before, during, or after we sell your home, please do not hesitate
to contact any member of the JWP Group. After all, we’re family!

My Personal Guarantee
Your REALTOR is responsible for one of the
largest financial transactions you may ever
make. Shouldn’t you use the best? And
shouldn’t that REALTOR guarantee his/her
work? After you list your home with me, if you
are not satisfied with my service, if you feel I
made promises I did not fulfill, or if you
simply decide you no longer want to sell your
home, whatever the reason, give me an eighthour written notice to terminate the listing.
Your listing will be returned, no questions
asked. Your satisfaction is my highest concern.
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COMMITTED TO COMMUNITY
Give Where You Live!
There are two things that we are extremely grateful for. One is you - our
amazing clients, and the other is this beautiful community that we are
blessed to call “home”.
We make every effort to ensure that the Northwoods
continues to thrive for generations to come. As a result, we’ve created
our “Give Where You Live” program that gives back to important causes
throughout our community.
With every successful closing, Julie will make a $100 donation to a local
charity on the sellers’ behalf.
In 2019, we donated over $15,000 to local organizations. With your
help, we look forward to exceeding that amount this year.
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TESTIMONIALS
What our Clients & Customers are Saying!
“Julie is fantastic to work with! She works with your
best interest in mind, is responsive, knows the market
and actively gets your home out there. If you’re selling
your home, I would recommend Julie, she is the real
deal!”
-Jenny Peterson
I call Julie whenever I’m looking to buy or sell in the
Eagle River area. She is very helpful and always quick
to respond. My duplex was under contract less than a
month after listing! I highly recommend her and her
team at RE/MAX Property Pros.
-Zach Cropsey

Julie is the real deal!
“It was not an easy decision to sell the cabin in the
Northwoods where our kids had grown up. But
after we moved West, we were not able to use it as
often as we had hoped. Julie made the process easy
and almost painless. The entire transaction flowed
smoothly (and quickly!) from beginning to end. We
listed in mid-October and on January 19th, it had
closed. Our only wish is that she could help us find a
mountain cabin in Colorado!”
-Diane & Terry Berry

“Julie is the absolute best to work with. She and her team of professionals helped us sell our home in a short
period of time and found us our new home in the Northwoods. She is always easy to get in touch with to answer
questions or bounce ideas off. Her knowledge and experience of the area and the market are outstanding. Julie
was a pleasure to work with and we would highly recommend her to anyone.”
-Steve, Trina and Tommy Burr
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TESTIMONIALS
What our Clients & Customers are Saying
“Julie was absolutely fabulous helping us find our home! As
first-time home buyers we didn’t know what to expect and
chose Julie because of a wonderful referral from a family
member. She happily showed us every house we asked to
see, answered all our questions, and landed our accepted
offer on the house we loved within our budget.
Julie was always happy, bubbly, smiling, and a pleasure to
work with. We would recommend her to anyone!”
- Scott and Jessica Oatman

I highly recommend Julie & her
team at RE/MAX Property Pros!
“A really, really nice person to deal with. Very
professional with a great deal of knowledge of the
service she provides. A real go-getter who gets
great results.”
-Michael Berndt
“This is the second home Julie has sold for us. And,
we bought one from her as well! She is an absolute
pro at what she does! If you’re looking to buy or sell
in the Northwoods, Julie Paez is the best!”
-Sue Chandler

“Julie sold our home
PLUS helped us find
a
new one!”
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TESTIMONIALS
What our Clients & Customers are Saying!
“We listed our house with 2 different agents prior to
listing with Julie with a total of 6 showings total the
first 2 listings. With Julie our hoe showed 6 times in
the first 2 week and was under contract in only 19
days. Why would anyone use anyone else???”
-Aimee Bauknecht
"Julie and her team just sold our home. They are
professional, do what they say when they say they will
do it. They are positive, upbeat and organized. They
kept us in the loop through every step of the process.
We have bought/sold quite a few homes and Julie
took the time to explain everything when looking at
multiple offers. I would highly recommend Julie and
her team of experts!!!!"
-Margaret Fischer

We Would Hire the JWP Group Again!

“I was selling a home for my Step Mom and through
word of mouth I heard about Julie. After hearing
what she did for the sale of a good friend of mines
home I decided Julie would be exactly what I
needed. Together Julie and I laid out our goals and
what we wanted to achieve. I had many questions
all of which were answered. Within a month I had 3
offers. All offers were good ones, now it was a
matter of which was the best for me. Julie had a
great feel for the direction I should go...I didn't
realize I had so many options. Now I am within 3
days of closing and I am really looking forward to
my Step Mom getting that check that will really help
her in retirement. Thanks Julie and Team!!!”
-Michael Saad

Check out some of our Video Testimonials on YouTube!
Julie Winter Paez, Realtor Testimonials
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ROOTED IN NORTHWOODS TRADITION.
Rooted in my Commitment to you!

Dear Home Owner,
As you begin the process of selling your home,
I’m sure you have many questions such as:
• How do we get the highest and best price in
the shortest amount of time?
• How do we attract the modern buyer today?
• How are we going to survive the stress of
trying to sell our home?
As your REALTOR, I am not only here to
provide the answers to these questions. I am
here to guide you from where you are, to
where you want to be.
I am constantly striving to stand out above the
average real estate agent - always looking to
improve my systems, processes, tools, and
services.
My goal is to surpass your expectations to the point where you are excited to share your homeselling experience and refer the JWP Group to your friends and family. I am truly looking forward
to working with you and am grateful for this opportunity to work together to sell your home.

-Julie
JULIE WINTER-PAEZ, BROKER/OWNER
RE/MAX PROPERTY PROS
888 W. PINE ST.
PO BOX 1058
EAGLE RIVER, WI 54521
715-257-3216
JULIE@JULIEPAEZ.COM
EagleRiverHomeFinder.com
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